The topographical model of multiple sclerosis
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ABSTRACT
Relapses and progression contribute to multiple sclerosis (MS) disease course, but neither the relationship between them nor the spectrum of clinical heterogeneity has been fully characterized. A hypothesis-driven, biologically informed model could build on the clinical phenotypes to encompass the dynamic admixture of factors underlying MS disease course. In this medical hypothesis, we put forth a dynamic model of MS disease course that incorporates localization and other drivers of disability to propose a clinical manifestation framework that visualizes MS in a clinically individualized way. The topographical model encapsulates 5 factors (localization of relapses and causative lesions; relapse frequency, severity, and recovery; and progression rate), visualized utilizing dynamic 3-dimensional renderings. The central hypothesis is that, like symptom recrudescence in Uhthoff phenomenon and pseudoexacerbations, progression clinically recapitulates prior relapse symptoms and unmasks previously silent lesions, incrementally revealing underlying lesion topography. The model uses real-time simulation software to depict disease course archetypes and illuminate several well-described but poorly reconciled phenomena including the clinical/MRI paradox and prognostic significance of lesion location and burden on disease outcomes. Utilization of this model could allow for earlier and more clinically precise identification of progressive MS and predictive implications can be empirically tested. Neurol Neuroimmunol Neuroinflamm 2016;3:e279; doi: 10.1212/NXI.0000000000000279

GLOSSARY
EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; MS = multiple sclerosis; PPMS = primary progressive multiple sclerosis; RRMS = relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; SPMS = secondary progressive multiple sclerosis.

CONTEMPORARY CONCEPTUALIZATION OF MS DISEASE COURSE
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a disease characterized by both relapses and insidious progression, and is notably heterogeneous in clinical course, symptomatology, and severity. The accepted MS clinical course phenotypes1 have been foundational in clinical practice and are utilized to inform the eligibility requirements and outcomes of clinical trials, which shape regulatory approvals and indications for MS therapeutics.

While relapsing and progressive processes contribute to MS disease course,1,2 neither the relationship between them3,4 nor the spectrum of clinical heterogeneity has been fully characterized.2,3 Although the contemporary phenotypes, revised in 2013,5 have been refined with subdescriptors based on the presence or absence of inflammatory activity and disease progression, they maintain distinctions between relapsing and progressive disease as separate core disease subtypes at a given time point. These phenotypes have focused on clinical manifestations, yet by design, they do not directly represent the diversity of symptoms, relapse severity, and the pattern and manner of accumulation of disability.

Furthermore, uncertainties remain regarding the biological underpinnings of the disease. Perhaps relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) is also progressive from onset, as atrophy is known to begin early in the disease.2,6 Perhaps progressive MS is inflammatory throughout the course, as there is evidence of inflammation even late in progressive disease.7 A contemporary view is that MS is a single disorder with an intermingling of acute focal recurrent inflammation and diffuse chronic neurodegeneration from the outset of the disease.3 In clinical...
practice, the line between relapsing and progressive MS is not always discrete. In one study, we found a mean period of diagnostic uncertainty of 4.3 years during the transition from RRMS to secondary progressive MS (SPMS), highlighting that there is no way to clinically determine a precise moment of transition between these 2 categories.\(^8\) A dynamic model of MS disease course must visualize this admixture of relapsing and progressive aspects of the disease in a way that remains true to MS clinical phenomenology, while also capturing the clinical variability manifested by individual patients.

**THE TOPOGRAPHICAL MODEL OF MS AND THE RECAPITULATION HYPOTHESIS** The topographical model of MS described in this medical hypothesis builds directly on the 2013 clinical course revisions' delineation of relapse activity and progression as distinct processes coexisting in parallel.\(^5\) As a unified visualization of disease course, this new model illustrates the interplay of relapses and progression in MS across the entire range of disease course depictions, including the transitions between clinical phenotypes. The model provides a clinical manifestation framework through which disease course may be better understood.

Central to this model is the observation that progression clinically recapitulates a patient's prior relapse symptoms and unmasks previously clinically silent lesions, incrementally manifesting above the clinical threshold a patient's underlying "disease topography." The recapitulation hypothesis central to this new clinical framework may better elucidate the drivers of disability accumulation and could allow for earlier and more clinically precise identification of progressive MS. A novel contribution of this model is to depict both the location and severity of an individual patient's lesions in the form of a topographical map of MS disease burden, explicating the clinical heterogeneity inherent to the disease. It is important to acknowledge that this model does not attempt to address or answer unresolved questions about the underlying immunologic or pathologic bases of the disease. Indeed, the model is designed to encapsulate and depict clinical course while remaining agnostic to, and not predicated on assumptions regarding, currently unreconciled questions of MS pathogenesis and etiology.

**Fundamental assumptions and variables.** The topographical model of MS visualizes the CNS as a pool divided into 3 basic anatomical regions with increasing amounts of functional reserve. MS lesions are represented as topographical peaks that rise up from the pool base. Localization of lesions is visualized by plotting lesions on an anatomical grid with lateralization grouped across the 3 key regions: (1) the spinal cord and optic nerves occupy the shallow end, (2) the brainstem and cerebellum comprise the middle; and (3) the cerebral hemispheres constitute the deep end of the pool.

The water itself represents neurologic functional capacity: in essence, the compensatory ability of the nervous system that keeps regions of damage "submerged." Functional reserve is thus a "fluid" construct, variable over time, and subject to periods of depletion (during fever or concurrent illness), renewal, and decline over the long-term disease course to a variable degree. The water's surface depicts the clinical threshold: those peaks that cross above the threshold upon formation cause clinical relapses; those topographical peaks below the surface are seen as clinically silent lesions on MRI. Depending on extent of relapse recovery, a topographical peak that crosses the threshold may recede again beneath the water's surface, or remain above the clinical threshold, leaving residual deficits. Progression is depicted as the slowly declining water level, representing a gradual depletion of functional capacity, and revealing clinical symptoms referable to the underlying disease topography.

To express the heterogeneity of clinical course and varied prognostic outcomes, the model design encapsulates 5 variable factors: localization of relapses and causative lesions; relapse frequency, severity, and recovery; and progression rate (table).

The selection of these factors is predicated on studies showing that lesion characteristics are crucial to symptoms and clinical course, with implications for prognosis and disability on the basis of their localization (e.g., spinal cord and brainstem), their severity (e.g., T1 black holes); and their recovery. By adjusting these factors, this model is able to visualize a wide range of disease course patterns and severity outcomes. To visualize disease course over time and demonstrate disease variability, the model was created in a real-time simulation software environment to dynamically vary these disease parameters.

**Model visualization.** The topographical model of MS builds on the existing phenotype categories to dynamically visualize a model of disease course continuum. The key proposition, that clinical signs and disability in MS can be driven by a specific relationship between focal lesion formation and the generalized loss of CNS reserve, is depicted in the visual model as topographical peaks emerging above the clinical threshold, both acutely upon initial formation (relapse) and insidiously as the threshold itself declines (progression) (figure 1).

Lesions arising from the more eloquent shallow end cross the clinical threshold more readily than those arising from the deep end. This is consistent with the relative predilection for partial myelitis, optic neuritis, and brainstem syndromes that typify MS relapses. A top view of the model emphasizes lesion location and distribution, akin to an MRI (figure 2).
As a depiction of clinical functional capacity, the water encompasses both CNS structural integrity and dynamic physiology. The clinical threshold is not static, as indicated by the small waves and fluctuations at the water’s surface. Uhthoff phenomenon or pseudoexacerbations cause transient and profound recrudescence of prior relapse symptoms related to recurrent fluctuations in axonal conduction properties (including conduction block) due to an increase in core body temperature.20 This clinical phenomenon is depicted in the model as a brief, reversible drop in the water level, signifying physiologic impairment briefly and reversibly revealing a patient’s underlying disease topography above the clinical threshold. The gradual decline in the water level depicts the chronic depletion, or diffuse loss, of CNS substrate that occurs over decades. Thus, in the long term, functional capacity, or reserve, may be best assessed and quantified chronically by metrics of brain volume and brain atrophy,6,21 as outlined in the table.

**Dynamic disease course rendering.** The model can represent disease course archetypes that encapsulate stages of disease and represent the categories as currently defined (video 1 at Neurology.org/nn). The Lublin/Reingold course phenotypes5 are shown as stills corresponding to specific points in time in figure 3, B–E.

Crucially, by varying the 5 factors in the model, depictions of both relapsing and progressive-onset course, and a range of disease severities, from mild MS to highly active relapsing MS, can be achieved. The model can thus visualize a series of archetypes, representative of a heterogeneous range of both disease course and severity (figure 4; see also videos 1–4).

---

**Table** Five variable factors in the topographical model of multiple sclerosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Depiction in model</th>
<th>Clinical/imaging correlate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Localization</td>
<td>The topographical distribution of relapses and their causative lesions: lesions are represented on a grid in 3 anatomical zones with lateralization</td>
<td>T2 lesion number and location on MRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapse frequency</td>
<td>Rate of occurrence of lesions and those crossing the clinical threshold as relapses</td>
<td>Annualized relapse rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapse severity</td>
<td>Height of each topographical peak, with the tallest peaks in the cerebral hemispheres shown capped in black to denote T1 black holes</td>
<td>Above threshold: relapse symptoms, as measured using EDSS functional systems. Below threshold: T2 lesions, and metrics of lesion destructiveness, including T1 black holes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapse recovery</td>
<td>Recovery capacity: the degree to which each topographical peak recedes below the clinical threshold</td>
<td>Relapse residua or complete recovery back to prerelapse baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline volume and progression rate</td>
<td>Initial starting volume of the pool, and the rate at which water level declines</td>
<td>Estimated baseline brain volume and metrics of annualized brain volume loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale.

---

Figure 1 The topographical model of multiple sclerosis, clinical (A) and subclinical (B) views

(A) Clinical view: water is opaque, only above-threshold peaks are visible. (a) Above-threshold topographical peaks depict relapses and quantified Expanded Disability Status Scale/functional system disability measures. Each peak yields localizable clinical findings; the topographical distribution defines the clinical picture for an individual patient. (b) Water level at outset reflects baseline functional capacity and may be estimated by baseline brain volume. (c) Water level decline reflects loss of functional reserve and may be estimated by metrics of annualized brain atrophy. (B) Subclinical view: water is translucent, both clinical signs and subthreshold lesions are visible. (d) Subthreshold topographical peaks depict T2 lesion number and volume. (e) The tallest peaks (i.e., the most destructive) in the cerebral hemispheres are shown capped in black as T1 black holes.
In this view, the topographical distribution of lesions is shown in the anatomical grid, grouped across the 3 key regions with lateralization, replicating a distilled MRI perspective. Both T2 lesions and a representative T1 black hole are shown. (A) Top (clinical) view: water is opaque, only above-threshold peaks are visible. (B) Top (subclinical) view: water is translucent, subthreshold lesions are visible.

**CLINICAL PHENOMENA ILLUMINATED BY THE TOPOGRAPHICAL MODEL**

The prevailing view in MS clinical phenomenology is that relapses and lesions are focal events, whereas progression represents a generalized degenerative process. If this were strictly true, however, MS progression would presumably manifest as a largely uniform, symmetrical deterioration of upper motor neuron, visual, sensory, and cognitive function, akin to a leukodystrophy. In contrast, the clinical recapitulation hypothesis posited by this model is that the relationship between the inflammatory lesions that characterize relapsing MS and the generalized loss of functional capacity seen in progressive disease is such that the clinical signs and symptoms of a given patient’s progression principally localize to the multifocal lesions sustained from inflammatory disease activity. This is exemplified by the patient who, having recovered from a partial myelopathy affecting motor function of the right lower extremity, develops disability from incrementally worsening paresis of this leg, years after the relapse. In this way, like symptom recruitment occurring transiently in the Uhthoff phenomenon and pseudoexacerbations, progression in MS manifests as a permanent, incremental recapitulation of prior relapse symptoms and an unmasking of previously clinically silent lesions.

The model seeks to illuminate several well-described but poorly reconciled phenomena in the MS clinical course. It takes into account that some lesions have more prognostic significance than others on the basis of localization. Lesions in the shallow end are more apt to cause the long tract motor or sensory symptoms that contribute disproportionately to MS disability accumulation. This is congruent with recent data that spinal cord MRI may better discriminate between levels of disability than conventional brain MRI. Conversely, lesions in the cerebral hemispheres, such as prototypical MS periventricular lesions, are depicted as arising in the deep end of the pool, as they are less likely to cause discrete symptoms by virtue of the depth of cerebral functional reserve and compensatory ability. This elucidates the “clinical/MRI paradox” in MS, in which the clinical picture often appears more favorable than the lesion burden seen on conventional brain MRI would suggest. The inflammatory activity that forges much of a patient’s disease topography occurs early in the disease. The model illustrates how, although a significant brain lesion burden may appear discordant with a favorable clinical picture early in the disease course, early disease activity or the amount of clinically silent disease seen on MRI are meaningful predictors of disability in the long term.

While focal inflammatory lesions are depicted as topographical peaks rising from the pool base, the diffuse neurodegenerative process is depicted in this model by the water level’s gradual decline. This is congruent with emerging data on diffuse tissue loss and brain atrophy, which may be present from the outset of disease course, even at the time of radiologically isolated syndrome, and may be the principal driver of disability during progressive disease. The model also incorporates the beneficial effect of large disease topography occurs early in the disease. The model illustrates how, although a significant brain lesion burden may appear discordant with a favorable clinical picture early in the disease course, early disease activity or the amount of clinically silent disease seen on MRI are meaningful predictors of disability in the long term. While focal inflammatory lesions are depicted as topographical peaks rising from the pool base, the diffuse neurodegenerative process is depicted in this model by the water level’s gradual decline. This is congruent with emerging data on diffuse tissue loss and brain atrophy, which may be present from the outset of disease course, even at the time of radiologically isolated syndrome, and may be the principal driver of disability during progressive disease. The model also incorporates the beneficial effect of large baseline brain volume, which has been shown to exert a protective influence in both cognitive and physical manifestations of the disease. It is important to note that the water in this model is indeed a depiction of functional capacity—physiology and structure—and not literally CNS parenchymal volume. This is also true, however, for all modalities of structural brain imaging; brain volume measures are themselves a surrogate for brain function, and atrophy for the loss thereof. It remains to be empirically determined what structural and functional metric, or combination of metrics, may be the most robust correlate of reserve and its decrement in this model.

Visualizing the loss of reserve in this way, the topographical model may help to demonstrate why some patients with MS “catch up to their MRIs,” in that subthreshold lesions may lie in wait to ultimately manifest clinically if the loss of functional reserve—the declining threshold—is sufficient to
clinically reveal them. As the relationship between focal inflammation and diffuse neurodegeneration, at the mechanistic level, has not been conclusively determined,2 in the model, the rate of water decline can be varied independently from lesion formation. However, as the recapitulation hypothesis of this model posits: even if relapse rate and lesion burden have no direct effect on the rate of loss of functional reserve,35 the topographical peaks, which are incrementally revealed as reserve is lost, are the loci of clinical progression. Thus, the model suggests that development of these lesions would more readily yield a progressive clinical course18 even without a direct effect on neurodegeneration itself.4 The crucial variable is the rate at which the threshold declines, as the loss of reserve determines whether these topographical peaks are revealed above the clinical threshold to a great or trivial degree.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE TOPOGRAPHICAL MODEL

Potential implications for basic research. Conceptualizing MS as a unified continuum has implications for bench research. Studies seeking to identify biological differences between RRMS and SPMS, or primary progressive MS (PPMS) and SPMS, are inherently methodologically predicated on the assumption of discrete clinical phenotype categorizations. Thus, these studies may be looking for biological differences between categories that were not drawn along biological lines. Investigations into pathogenic mechanisms of disease could be evaluated across an MS continuum defined by varying the 5 factors outlined in the table, according to the clinical recapitulation hypothesis posited by this model.

The topographical model depicts both PPMS and SPMS clinical course patterns by varying these 5 factors, and thus argues that the clinical manifestation framework is not demonstrably different between patients with primary and secondary progressive forms of the disease.35–37 It is worth noting that the depiction of PPMS in this model is concordant with the observation that the mean age at PPMS diagnosis is approximately 10 years later than in RRMS.38 In this model, it takes that amount of time for the threshold to decline to the point that the lesions accumulated asymptomatically begin to be clinically revealed (see figure 4C and video 3).

All MS lesions—even those in progressive disease—had to form at some point, and their occurrence is considered (by both the current clinical phenotypes and by the topographical model) to be “disease activity.” The model does not, however, take a position on the primacy of inflammation or neurodegeneration:2,39,40 the model depicts topographical peaks beginning to form (“base effects”) and the water level beginning to decline (“surface effects”) simultaneously from the outset of disease.
Potential implications for clinical research and therapeutic goals. Considering progressive MS as part of a continuum may also have clinical implications: the topographical model suggests that patients with relapsing forms of MS may also have evidence of progression, and that those with PPMS or SPMS warrant vigilance for relapses or inflammatory activity. In clinical trials of both SPMS and PPMS, patients with...
a greater admixture of relapse/disease activity in a progressive context have been more apt to demonstrate a treatment benefit. Clinical trial outcomes of disease-modifying therapies could be evaluated through the lens of the topographical model on the basis of their distinct “base effects” (preventing new lesions and the relapses they cause) and their “surface effects” (preventing the decline of functional reserve and potential imaging correlates thereof, as outlined in the table). From a clinical research perspective, this could have bearing on how combination treatment strategies are designed, with a focus on combining therapeutics that work differentially on the “base” and on the “surface.” If empirically validated, future investigations could include designing inclusion criteria for trials across a spectrum of disease as encapsulated in the topographical model.

Prior disease course depictions in MS classically show an accumulation of disability over time. The topographical model can show clinical quiescence, or disease stability, with little to no activity manifesting above the clinical threshold as displayed from years 11 through 17 in the “mild MS” example (figure 4D and video 4). As no evidence of disease activity (NEDA) becomes an ever more achievable goal for more patients, it is appropriate that a new disease-course model be able to represent this outcome. In addition, positing functional reserve as dynamic may open up investigational avenues into maintenance or renewal of reserve, including through management of comorbidities shown to have deleterious effects on MS clinical course. Studies of positive health-related behavior (e.g., physical activity, cognitive enrichment, avoidance of smoking) can thus be incorporated into empirical studies of functional renewal, conceptualized as “filling up the tank” in this model.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL The topographical model of MS has both theoretical and practical limitations. Although it is congruent with clinical and imaging findings, not all of the assumptions in this model have been proven, and the central hypothesis, that progression clinically recapitulates prior relapse symptoms and unmask previously clinically silent lesions, is empirically testable. Evaluating whether disability accumulation can be mapped to locations of previous lesions/relapses, and empirically validating the relationships among factors in this model, will require studying well-characterized longitudinal cohorts of patients with known relapse and lesion history who have progressed over time.

Empirical testing of the model initially warrants a mathematical simulation. As expressed in this model, above-threshold peaks cause demonstrable clinical signs and symptoms. Thus, the combined volume of above-threshold peaks corresponds with the degree of accumulated disability. The formula shown below depicts the fundamental summative relationship among the factors in the model.

\[
V(t) = \sum_i A f(h_i + l_i - I(t))
\]

\[
f(x) = \begin{cases} 
  x & \text{if } x > 0 \\
  0 & \text{if } x < 0 
\end{cases}
\]

Above-threshold topographical peaks correspond to accumulated disability. This formula is for above-threshold topographical volume calculation at time point \( t \), where \( V(t) \) = volume of above-threshold cumulative topographical peaks at time point \( t \); \( I(t) \) = water level at time point \( t \); \( l_i \) = topographical peak height; \( h_i \) = height of floor from lower baseline, based on slope and peak location. \( A \) = area of topographical peaks. \( li(A) \) = topographical peak volume.

This can be used as a first-order approximation to calculate disability accumulation over time and produce MS disease course tracings congruent with the existing clinical phenotypes. Moving forward, the cumulative volume of above-threshold peaks can be calibrated to Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) levels. This framework can then be benchmarked against functional system and EDSS trajectories. Crucial to the empirical testing of this model is the mapping of above-threshold topographical peaks to their referable EDSS functional systems by lesion location. Precise anatomical mapping would allow multiple lesions affecting a particular pathway (for example, the pyramidal system) to exert a cumulative effect on that functional system score. Operationalizing this model will require identification of precise clinical and imaging metrics for each parameter and appropriate weighting of these variables outlined in the table to correspond to clinical course.

There remain unanswered questions in this regard. For example, the model depicts a single clinical threshold descending uniformly across anatomical regions in the CNS. This is intended as a first-order approximation to encapsulate the recapitulation hypothesis essential to the model. This single threshold may need to be further divided into uneven subsections, perhaps moving at different rates, if empirical evidence suggests variability in progression rate in different anatomical regions or functional systems (for instance, to elucidate greater inherent compensatory neuroplasticity in the visual system as compared to the motor system). The optic nerves reside in the shallow end of this model, as they possess relatively little functional reserve, and optic neuritis is one of the most common early relapse symptoms. Optic nerve lesions, however, most often recover below the clinical threshold, such that progressive visual loss is a relatively uncommon phenomenon. The anterior visual system in MS is subject to both focal events, as with optic neuritis, and gradual insidious loss of tissue.
substrate as seen by optical coherence tomography, thus demonstrating that the basic clinical manifestation framework of this model holds true even for this location. The favorable prognostic contribution of optic neuritis to clinical course can be accounted for in this model by the high degree of below-threshold recovery of this symptom type (1 of the 5 variable factors in the model) and appropriate weighting of this functional system in EDSS calculations.

The concept of a clinical threshold itself may require adjustment based on CNS region or symptom type: a discrete threshold may be more applicable to the presence or absence of pyramidal tract dysfunction, and less to multifaceted symptom domains poorly assessed by the EDSS and in clinical practice, such as MS-related cognitive dysfunction. This model is predicated on metrics that can be acquired in clinical practice using conventional MRI. Emerging MRI techniques demonstrate pathology within white and gray matter that appears normal on conventional imaging. As modern MRI methods become increasingly more sensitive to MS-related pathology (such as gray matter lesions and segmental atrophy), we may have even more robust imaging indicators that could be evaluated in the context of this model. Empirical studies could be designed to elucidate how these focal and diffuse disease processes may be indicative of subthreshold peaks, and a lowering of the clinical threshold, respectively.

In conclusion, the topographical model of MS has been designed to serve as a conceptual framework for depicting the clinical manifestation of MS disease course, and to set the stage for future empirical research. As it is refined and validated, the model has potential implications for patient care across the spectrum of disease, including a more clinically nuanced and individualized representation of disease course, which could allow for earlier identification of progressive MS. Analyzing existing clinical trial data from patient cohorts using the factors outlined in the model may have implications for future design of clinical trials. The model also has utility as an educational tool for patients and health care providers. A fully operationalized version of this model could utilize quantified metrics for individual patients in order to depict clinical course and may allow this tool to be used to prognosticate personalized outcomes.
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